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MECHANISMS OF BIOLOGICAL OXIDATIONS. By David E.
Green. Cambridge: At the University Press; New York: The
Macmillan Co., 1940. Pp. 181. $2.75.
This book deals with chemical reactions catalyzed by oxidative enzymes.
The first eight chapters discuss enzyme action in zitro, while a short final
chapter is devoted to oxidations in organized systems. The mechanisms are
described, as in classical organic chemistry, in terms of the most probable
intermediate reactions. The author points out that our knowledge of the
transformation of energy in such processes is still very meager.
Enzyme chemists may be classified, somewhat crudely, as isolationists and
interventionists. The progress made in the isolation of enzymes, especially
those involved in hydrolytic processes, is well known; stringent tests have
been applied in the attempt to decide whether these enzymes are pure
chemical substances. Most of the work on oxidative enzymes has been of
the interventionist type. Owing to the lack of sufficient quantities of mate-
rial, it has not often been possible to apply the tests of chemical individuality.
The method of approach has been to get an active preparation by some fairly
simple method of extraction from suitable cells or tissues, and then to vary
the conditions under which the enzyme acts by the addition of substances
which intervene in the reaction. From the results of such experiments,
inferences are drawn concerning the mechanism of the reaction.
The book gives a concise account of a field of work which is rapidly
being extended. It is documented with some 350 references, of which very
few bear dates earlier than 1930. Because of the tremendous number of
facts which are reported, it is difficult for the casual reader to carry away a
clear idea of the present state of knowledge. The book should be most
valuable to those who are seriously engaged in delving into the mysteries
of biological oxidations. DAVID I. HITCHCOCK.
BIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF INFECTIOUS DISEASE. By F. M.
Burnet. Cambridge: At the University Press; New York: The
Macmillan Co., 1941. Pp. 308. $3.75.
"Infectious disease is an important aspect of human life, and it is worth
while trying to understand how it falls into the scheme of things and how it
may be controlled to human benefit." Such is the theme of this excellent
text which, in so many respects resembles Geddes Smith's Plague On Us.714 YALE JOURNAL OF BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE
It is of interest that two such books should have appeared almost simulta-
neously, and that such should be the case indicates a broadening point of view
toward the whole problem. Herein we find a presentation of the pertinent
facts relating to man and his disease, with the ecological aspects of the problem
brought to the fore; a treatment wherein we find both man and parasite of
essentially equal interest.
Although the subjects dealt with are treated in simple terms, the text
is not of the popular variety. It must hold interest for both the biologist and
the man in medicine. GEO. H. SMITH.
APPROVED LABORATORY TECHNIC. By John A. Kolmer and
Fred Boerner. 3rd Ed., D. Appleton-Century Co., New York,
1941. Pp. xxvii + 870. $8.
This text has two outstanding characteristics; it is indispensable to the
laboratory worker and it is precisely what its title says it is,-a vade mecum
for anyone whose lot falls within the confines of a laboratory devoted to the
medical sciences. Every test, every titration that the laboratory technician
may be called upon to make is described, not in the "mix-incubate-read"
terms of uncertain meaning, but in precise terms of quantity and time. The
book is one of those all-inclusive volumes everyone needs, but never could
conceive compiling. GEO. H. SMITH.
MAGIC IN A BOTTLE. By Milton Silverman. The Macmillan
Co., New York, 1941. Pp. xi + 323. $2.50.
This is another attempt to serve up history in capsule form, and as such
the attempt is a success. But like all other efforts in this same direction one
is left with a degree of uncertainty as to whether the purpose has been to
entertain or to instruct. The jacket blurb about a "flair for dialogue," and
the expressed satisfaction at having had "the good fortune to have scooped a
group of timely stories," together with the author's own caution that "in
some cases [the] conversations are necessarily imaginary," leaves the reader
in somewhat of a quandary. In any case it is a painless method of getting
episodic history, and an intermingling of fact and fiction certainly improves
the latter. Nevertheless, whatever may be one's reactions at thus lifting
particular events out of their historical background, the fact remains that in
this group of tales may be found much concerning the discovery or the
development of such things as morphine, quinine, digitalis, cocaine, salvarsan
and its relatives, aspirin and the barbitals, the vitamins, the hormones, and
the sulfonamide compounds. It is all easy reading. GEO. H. SMITH.